EAB20 - peace of mind for low speed areas

Perfect protection for limited-speed traffic situations including shopping centres, car parks, factory floors and anywhere surrounding traffic speed is limited to 20km/hr.

This Energy Absorbing Bollard (EAB) is crash-tested and rated to protect assets from vehicles travelling up to 20kph. What distinguishes the EAB20 from decorative bollards seen in most car parks and shopping centres is the EAB20 is buried 200-300mm below ground.

Most decorative bollards are only surface mounted, often installed without concrete or steel reinforcement. They provide no protection to assets from uncontrolled vehicles, even travelling at speeds as low as 5-10kph. In fact these decorative bollards can become flying projectiles if hit by a moving car and create further damage and injury to assets and people.
Design and concept – protecting your assets

Roadside Services and Solutions understands your site requirements. Our highly skilled team surveys the site to design the best approach to ensure motorist and pedestrian safety with minimal disruption to traffic flow.

Our design is visually pleasing and is customised to suit your needs while remaining functional, effective and fit-for-purpose.